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RULES 

 
THIS COMPETITION IS DIRECTED TO 
 

This competition is for all the Bboys and Bgirls that want to create his/her combos and 
to compete worldwide. 
We know the difficulties that we all have for move to other countries and collect the 
money to be able to compete worldwide, for that, we have created a  competition format 
that is ONLINE in order that the whole world can participate. 
 
WHAT YOU NEED FOR PARTICIPATE 
 

You have to send your information in the inscription card and record a video showing 
your combinations of movements. The way of your dancing is the one that we value 
(Movements), not the production of the video. 
You have to upload the video ONLINE and the whole world can vote them, when the 
puntuation finish is going to be a winner who will receive a prize 150 €  
In the KINETIC FOOTWORK STYLE Championship, the public have to value any 
Footwork combinations. In the combo you can do "Personal Style" (Top Rocks, 
Steps...), but they are not count in the competition steps. 
 
VIDEO CONDITIONS  
 

- The video duration will have to be of minimum 10 seg. and maximum 30 seg. Every 
video shorter or longer will be eliminated of the competition. 
- During the whole video, it will have to be on the screen the logo of KINETIC 
FOOTWORK STYLE and the A.K.A. of the Bboy or Bgirl. (You can download the logo in 
this webpage www.campeonatosbboying.com ) 
- The recording of the video will have to be of fixed camara, the combo have to be 
recorded of constant form, seeing the movements from the beginning until the end 
without editions or courts. - The Bboys and Bgirls that want to participate in KINETIC 
FOOTWORK STYLE have to upload the videos to a social network of his choice 
(Facebook, YouTube, Vimeo or others), you have to send us the network link where 
your video is upload, never the videos in file of image. 
 
COPYRIGHT AND IMAGE 
 

The competitionships authorize the KINETIC FOOTWORK STYLE organization, to the 
public exhibition of the videos presented in the competition. 
The organization is not played the responsible role for the copyright of the music that is 
used for the videos. The music choice is for the competitionships. 
 

http://www.campeonatosbboying.com/


INSCRIPTION CARD 
 
In the webpage you will find also the inscription card with the following information: 

- Name  
- A.K.A.  
- Crew  
- e-mail 
- Country of origin 
- City of origin  

 
This information you will have to send us to the e-mail: bboying@gambini.es  
Writing in matter: INSCRIPTION KINETIC FOOTWORK STYLE 
 
All the participants who do not expire with the demanded requirements will be 
discredited automatically. 
 
PERIOD OF THE COMPETITION 
 

We are going to open a term of 25 days for the presentation of your videos, which will 
be January 15 to February 10, 2015 (At 24:00 Spanish time), in which the videos will be 
able to be seen publicly, but the public can’t vote them. After this, will begin the value 
time, have duration from February 12 to March 8. 
After the value time, we will publish the winner in our web Campeonatos Bboying and in 
Facebook 
 
HOW THE WINNER RECEIVE THE PRIZE 
 

The winner of KINETIC FOOTWORK STYLE competition will have to facilitate to the 
organization his/her personal information, his/her documentation and a photography to 
publish in our webpage. The prize will be sent across western union. The winner will 
inform us which is the office, near to his place of residence. 
 
VOTINGS 
 

Can be vote everyone, Bboys and Bgirls or not. You can vote in the link that we are 
going to publish when the date is near. The voting will be public and online. The 
organization will not influence the votings depending these only on the public who sees 
your videos. In case of draw the organization will have the final vote to choose the 
winner. 
 

Come back to:  www.campeonatosbboying.com  

mailto:bboying@gambini.es
http://www.campeonatosbboying.com/

